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ABSTRACT

Therapeutic

use

(CAP) is limited due
reversible

of

the

to the potential occurrence

hematopoietic

aplastic anemia. The

antibiotic chloramphenicol

depression and

mechanism

for

of

irreversible

the development

of

aplastic anemia has yet to be elucidated; however, reactive
metabolites of the p-nitro moiety of CAP are thought to be
involved.

These

could

be

produced

from

the

intestinal

reduction of CAP to amino-CAP and subsequent oxidative
metabolism of the amine in the liver or bone marrow. Our
experiments suggest that amino-CAP is metabolized by rat
liver microsomes to the NHOH-CAP metabolite. Autoxidation
of this

metabolite

produces superoxide radicals;

could subsequently give

these

rise to the highly reactive

hydroxyl (OH*) radical which can degrade DNA. None of the
major cytochrome P-450 isozymes (P-450b, P-450c, or P-450d)
is involved in the liver microsomal metabolism of amino-CAP
nor

is

the compound

metabolized

by

horseradish and

chloroperoxidase, models for bone marrow peroxidase.

x

INTRODUCTION

Chemistry of Chloramphenicol
Chloramphenicol (CAP) is an antibiotic
isolated

from

an organism, Streptomyces

first

venezuelae,

found

in a Venezuelan soil sample. The drug is very stable to
heat and pH changes and is only slightly soluble in water
(Ehrlich et al.,

1948,

Weinstein 1975). The D-stereoisomer

is the only biologically active form of the antibiotic.
Chloramphenicol possesses
feature among

a nitrobenzene moiety,

a unique

antibiotics and natural compounds (Figure

1).
Yunis

(1973)

has

summarized

the

structural

modifications that result in partial to complete loss of
antibiotic

activity. These consist of replacing

the hydroxyl
either hydroxyl

groups with hydrogen atoms,

either of

esterifying

group, substituting a methyl group for one

of the two hydrogen atoms in the -CH2 group of the methanol
side-chain, complete removal of the dichloroacetamide sidechain, or replacing the free hydrogen on the nitrogen atom
with a methyl group. Neither the
aryl

nitro

group

are

crucial

chlorine atoms nor
for

activity,

the

although

replacement of the p-nitro group can cause some loss of
antibiotic activity.

1

2

OH CH OH O
i

i

2

II

-CH-CH-NH-C-CH-CI

Figure
(CAP).

1.

Structure

of

the

antibiotic

chloramphenicol
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Therapeutic uses of CAP
Chloramphenicol
bacteria.

The

bacterial

drug

70S

transferase,

inhibits

mainly

acts

ribosomes.

an

enzyme

on

The

which

protein
the

synthesis

50S

activity

subunit

of

catalyzes

in
of

peptidyl

peptide

bond

formation, is suppressed; however, ribosomes may still bind
to and move along strands of mRNA. Ribosomal translocation
therefore,

appears

to be

uncoupled

from

peptide

bond

formation (Weisburger 1967).
Chloramphenicol
which,

in the

is

a

broad-spectrum

antibiotic

usual therapeutic concentrations,

bacteriostatic.

is mainly

Relatively low concentrations (1-10 ug/ml)

of the drug are inhibitory to the gram-negative bacteria
Aerobacter

a e r o g e n e s,

Escherichia

c o_l ,

Klebsiella

pneumoniae, Haemophilus pertussis, Salmonmella typosa,
P r o t e u s,

Neisseria,

(Weinstein

1975).

B r u c e l l a,

Because

of

its

and

V_ibri^o

potential

cholerae
toxicities

(described later), CAP is used only in the following cases:
Haemophilus

influenzae

meningitis;

severe

infections;

occasional

gram-negative

rickettsial

bacteremia;

and

bacteroides or other anaerobic infections (Jawetz 1974).
However,

bacterial

resistence

increasing clinical importance.

to

CAP

is

a

problem

of

4
Absorption, distribution, metabolism,
and excretion of CAP
Chloramphenicol

is

rapidly

absorbed

from

the

gastrointestinal tract and high plasma levels are obtained
by 30 minutes. Peak values of 20 to 40 ug/ml are reached in
about 2 hours after a 4 gm dose. At these values, about 60%
of the drug is bound to

plasma albumin. The half-life of

CAP is about 1.5 to 3.5 hours, and it is well distributed
in body fluids and brain. The drug is concentrated mainly
in the liver, kidneys, and lungs (Kunin et al., 1959).
Glucuronyl transferase is the enzyme that catalyzes
the inactivation of CAP in the liver by conjugating it to
glucuronic acid. Low activity of the enzyme
cause

of

a

neonatal

illness

called

is a

major

the 'gray

baby

syndrome.' This occurs after CAP is administered during the
first few days of life; the circulating unconjugated CAP
gives rise to a series of symptoms that may lead to death
(Weiss et al., 1960).
In
excreted

man, about 90% of
in the urine

an

oral dose of CAP

within 24 hours,

is

10% of which

consists of the biologically active parent compound and 90%
of

the

inactive

glucuronide

metabolites (Yunis 1978).

conjugate

and

hydrolytic

5
Role of intestinal bacteria in CAP metabolism
In

the

rat

and

guinea

pig,

mainly excreted in the bile and

CAP metabolites are

feces. One such metabolite

is an aromatic amine generally called amino-CAP, which
derived from the

is

reduction of the p-nitro group in CAP

(Glazko et al., 1952).
Studies have shown that intestinal bacteria can
markedly

affect

the

metabolism

of

certain

exogenous

compounds in the animal host (Goldman 1978). using germfree and conventional rats,

W a l e t al., ( 1 9 8 3 ) s h o w e d t h a t

some of the orally-absorbed CAP is reduced to the aromatic
amine through intestinal bacterial action. These and other
results (Goldman 1978, Wheeler et al., 1975, Carlson and
Dubois

1970,

Corbett

and

Chipko

1978,

Holt

1967) are

compatible with the view that, in the rat, reduction of the
p-nitro group occurs mainly in the intestine.
Some reduction of orally-administered CAP can also
occur in the liver (Lori and Yunis 1983). Harada and Omura
(1980) attempted

to

identify

responsible for reduction of
liver. They found

that some

the

enzymatic systems

the p-nitro

moiety in

rat

intraperitoneally-administered

p-nitrobenzoic and nitrobenzene can be reduced by liver
microsomal

and

cytosolic enzymes.

Most of

activity is catalyzed by the microsomal

this reductive

cytochrome P-450-

dependent monooxygenase system. Xanthine oxidase is thought

6
to be responsible

for the

reductive

metabolism

of the

cytosol towards these compounds.
In the rat, the hepatic CAP-glucuronide metabolite
is mainly excreted in the bile. Biliary excretion of this
product

into the small intestine enables the gut bacterial

beta-glucuronidase to hydrolyze the
reproducing the parent CAP

conjugate,

thereby

( G l a z k o e t al., 1 9 5 2 ) .

Some of

the CAP can be reabsorbed by the intestine since it
less polar. Reabsorption can give rise to
circulation,

which

has

effective chloramphenicol
In

addition,

regions

the

advantage

is now

enterohepatic
of

maintaining

levels in the blood and tissues.
of

the

body

exposed

concentrations of the glucuronide benefit

to

high

from this

circulation, therefore, urinary tract infections in man are
very sensitive to oral CAP (Glazko 1952). The unabsorbed
CAP can be reduced by
some of

which

is

intestinal bacteria to amino-CAP,

subsequently

absorbed. The

remaining

amino-CAP is excreted in the feces (Glazko et al., 1952).
Amino-CAP has

also been shown to be produced in

man (Glazko et al., 1949). Biliary excretion of the CAPglucuronide in man is insignificant compared to the rat;
less than 3% of a given oral dose is excreted in the bile
in 24 hours and only small amounts of the amine appear in
the

feces (Glazko et

al.,

1952). Therefore,

intestinal

7
production of amino-CAP from an oral dose of CAP is of
less

importance in man than in rats.
An alternate source

Guinea

pig,

rat,

and

of

human

amino-CAP

livers

can

is

the

reduce

liver.

oral

or

parenteral CAP to its amine (Glazko et al., 1949, Lori and
Yunis 1983, and Salem et al., 1981). In man,
probably a greater source of amino-CAP

the liver is

than the

intestine.

After an oral or parenteral dose of CAP, its glucuronide is
cleaved

by

intestinal or tissue

beta-glucuronidase

parent compound (Goldman 1978).

to the

Various nitroreductases

in

the liver could then reduce the CAP to the amine (Lim and
Yunis 1983).
Toxicities associated with CAP use
Many minor side-effects such as gastrointestinal
disturbances, glossitis, skin-rash, and

superinfection may

occur with CAP use (Weinstein 1975). The most important
side-effect of CAP use is hematologic toxicity,
subsequently

give

rise

Bloomberg (1964) have
from CAP use into two
depression and

an

to

blood

classified

dyscrasias.

the

which can
Yunis

hematologic

and

toxicity

types: a reversible hematopoietic

irreversible

bone

marrow aplasia (Table

1).
CAP-induced
erythropoietic lesion

reversible
is a

toxicity

such

as

the

pharmacological action of

the

drug, which can be induced in most subjects receiving large

8
Table 1. The two types of chloramphenicol-induced
hematologic toxicities (From Yunis 1978; courtesy of Plenum
Publishing Corporation).

REVERSIBLE

BONE MARROW

TOXICITY

APLASIA

INCIDENCE

Common

Ra re

BONE MARROW
CELLULARITY

Cellular

Hypoplastic or
aplastic

RELATION TO DOSE

Dose dependent

Dose independent

ONSET

Concurrent with
therapy

Clinical onset 3
weeks to 5 months
from last dose

BONE MARROW
CHANGES

Maturation arrest

Marrow aplasia,
predominance of
non-myeloid elements

PERIPHERAL BLOOD
CHANGES

Reticulocytopenia, Pancytopenia
occasional
leukopenia, and/or
thrombocytopenia,
anemia if treatment
is prolonged

SYMPTOMS

None. Pallor due
to anemia if
treatment is
prolonged

Bleeding and/or
infection

OUTCOME

Reversible

Usually fatal

9
enough doses (Yunis and Bloomberg 1964). The bone marrow
and peripheral

blood changes of

this toxicity are common,

reversible, and occur concurrently with CAP use
al.,

1965,

Yunis

and

Bloomberg

1964,

and

(Scott et

Yunis et al.,

1 9 8 0 ).
A review

by Yunis (1978) cites currently available

evidence to implicate the involvement of certain marrow
mitochondrial

proteins

in

the

pathogenesis of CAP-induced

reversible erythroid suppression toxicity. This toxicity is
thought

to

result

from

the

inhibition

of

certain

mitochondrial membraneous protein syntheses in the bone
marrow. Proteins involved include ferrochetalase, which
catalyzes the incorporation of iron into protoporphyrin,
and cytochromes

a + 83 and b. Chloramphenicol

shown

the

to

block

last

step

of

heme

has been

synthesis

by

suppressing ferrochetalase activity; this could explain the
susceptibility

of

erythroid

Inhibition of cytochrome
proliferating
suppression

of

the

to

the

drug.

synthesis probably affects all

marrow cells.
both

cells

According

to

ferrochetalase

Yunis (1978),

and

cytochrome

proteins leads to suppressed mitochondrial respiration, and
finally to compromised cellular synthetic machinery and
cessation of marrow cell proliferation.
In CAP-induced bone marrow aplasia, the major blood
elements are incompletely and defectively developed. The

aplasia is

rare, irreversible, unpredictable

occurrence,

and

not

related

to the

dose. It

always fatal. Aplastic anemia is a form
aplasia

which

(Miller and

is

unresponsive

to

its

is almost

of bone marrow

anti-anemia

Keane 1978). This toxicity

in

therapy

is characterized

by

a condition called pancytopenia, manifested by a pronounced
reduction in the number of red blood cells, all types of
white blood cells, and blood platelets (Miller and Keane
1978). Individual genetic predisposition is thought to be a
major factor determining who acquires CAP-induced aplastic
anemia (Yunis et al.f 1980). Strong evidence for this comes
from the occurrence of the anemia in identical twins (Nago
and

Mauer 1969).
Aplastic anemia only occurs in man, and the lack of

an

animal

model

has

been

a

serious

impediment

to

understanding the underlying mechanisms for the development
of this toxicity. Chloramphenicol is the most common cause
of

pancytopenia (Erslev

and

Wintrobe

1962).

mainly in patients who undergo prolonged

It

occurs

prolonged

CAP

therapy, particularly in those who are exposed to the drug
on more than one occasion (Weinstein 1975).
Clinical onset of aplastic anemia usually occurs
between 2 to 5 months from the last CAP dose. The incidence
is

between 1

in 20,000 to 1

in 40,000, the majority of

reported cases being females (2:1 ratio) (Yunis 1978). Most

11
cases of aplastic anemia are fatal, with the majority dying
within 10 months from onset of symptoms (Yunis
number

of

CAP-induced

aplastic

anemia

1978). A

cases

have

subsequently given rise to acute leukemia. This occurrence
suggests the production

and

involvement of genetically

altered stem cell clones (Yunis 1978). The mechanism for
subsequent production of leukemia has yet to be determined.
No relationship is known to exist between the CAPinduced

reversible

erythroid

suppression

and

the

irreversible aplastic anemia. Therefore, the reversible
toxicity should not be viewed as a potential warning for
later development of aplastic anemia (Yunis 1978).
Treatment of aplastic anemia

is mainly supportive

since no effective agents for stimulating hematopoiesis are
currently available. Successful management

largely depends

on the prevention and treatment of complications (Yunis
1978).
in

Bone

patients

marrow
with

transplantation

is

identical twin donors.

survivability from transplantation has

a

definitive

The

been

resulting
impressive

(Yunis 1978).
Clearly, prevention of CAP-induced aplastic anemia
is

preferable to the treatments described. Therefore,

potentially
clearly

myelotoxic

indicated.

CAP

drugs should
should

be

be

used

only

used

only

under

all
when
the

following conditions: when other antibiotics are deemed

12
ineffective,

if use is not prolonged and/or repeated, when

patients receive frequent hematologic studies, and after
patients have been

instructed to report any indications of

new infections (Weinstein 1975).
Route of administration and CAP toxicity
There is epidemiological evidence to show that the
parenteral route of CAP adminsitration

is associated

with

the least number of aplastic anemia cases (Goldman 1978).
A review of about 500 cases of CAP-induced aplastic anemia
found

that

only

four

cases

resulted

from

administration; moreover, each of these four

parenteral
cases had

another possible cause of aplastic anemia such as old age
or exposure to another drug (Goldman 1978).
Even

though

biliary

excretion

of

the

CAP-

glucuronide into the small intestine is much less in humans
than in the rat, some cleavage and reduction to the aminoCAP

could

still

occur

after

an

oral

dose.

Parenteral

administration of the drug in man would decrease biliary
excretion

even

more

since

the

intestine

is

by-passed.

Skolimowski et al., (1983) proposed that during the
reduction of CAP, toxic reactive intermediates are produced
that could eventually give rise to aplastic anemia. The
parenteral route would reduce even further the possible
formation of toxic metabolites that might be responsible
for

aplastic

anemia (Goldman

1978

and

Glazko

et

al.,

13
1952)—a possible explanation for the very low number of
aplastic anemia

cases

following

parenteral administration

of CAP.
Structure-toxicity relationship of CAP
Thiamphenicol (TAP) is a CAP analogue
same

antimicrobial

spectrum

currently

with

being

the
used

extensively in Europe. TAP differs from CAP by having a pmethylsulfonyl
moiety

(Figure

(-SO2CH3)
2).

glucuronidation and

The

rather

than

analogue

is excreted

a

p-nitro (-NC2)

does

not

undergo

in the urine

mainly

unchanged; excretion of TAP therefore, makes it useful in
urinary tract

infections (Yunis et al., 1980).

Thiamphenicol, like CAP,also'causes reversible bone
marrow suppression, but has not
single case of aplastic anemia

been associated

with a

(Yunis et al., 1980). Based

on this and other evidence, it has been suggested that the
p-nitro group of CAP is

the structural

feature responsible

for aplastic anemia (Yunis et al., 1980, Goldman 1978, and
Glazko et al., 1952). Yunis et al., (1980) postulates that
this group undergoes metabolic reduction to amino-CAP with
reactive intermediates

being produced along the way. These

intermediates are thought to be the nitroso (NO-CAP) and Nhydroxylamine (NHOH-CAP) species.

They

have

yet

to

be

detected in vivo. It is thought that these reactive species

14

OH CHLOH O
i
i
II
CH-CH-NH-C-CH-CI 2
2

! -0-

CHLORAMPHENICOL
1) R-

THIAMPHENICOL

N02

CH3S02

•) REVERSIBLE ANEMIA

+

+

b) APLASTIC ANEMIA

+

2) TOXICITY

3) ELIMINATION

GLUCURONIDE

Figure 2. Comparisons between
analogue, thiamphenicol.

UNCHANGED

chloramphenicol

and

its

15

somehow cause the irreversible stem cell damage leading to
aplastic anemia (Yunis et al., 1980).
Evidence

that

responsible for certain

these

reactive

species

might

blood disorders come from

of the anti-arrhythmic drug,

be

the use

procainamide. Nitroso and

N-

hydroxylamino metabolites have been found to be produced
from the metabolism of the p-amino moiety of procainamide
by rat and human hepatic microsomes (Uetrecht et al., 1984,
Uetrecht 1985). Procainamide use has
the occurrence of certain
agranulocytosis

and

been associated

blood disorders

thrombocytopenia;

the

with

including
reactive

metabolites are thought to mediate the development of these
complications

(Uetrecht

et

al.,

1984,

Uetrecht

1985,

Rothman and Amorosi 1979).
The NO-CAP and NHOH-CAP reactive intermediates
Yunis et al. (1980) showed that NO-CAP is highly
toxic compared

to the parent

CAP;

experiments with NO-CAP

have found that it causes significantly more human bone
marrow and mouse CFU-S cell death than CAP. In addition,
NO-CAP is
human

a more potent,

CFU-C

irreversible

growth

than

inhibition

and irreversible inhibitor of
its
is

parent

thought

contributor to the above toxicities.

compound.
to

be

a

The

major

16
The hydroxylamino

and nitroso

intermediates of

certain aromatic drugs are known to be highly reactive
towards DNA and

protein;

these intermediates

have been

shown to alkylate DNA and carbamylate protein (Skolimowski
et al., 1983). There is evidence to show that NO-CAP has
similar reactivity

towards DNA?

i_n v i t r o D N A s y n t h e s i s

in

human bone marrow cells was found to be inhibited by NO-CAP
through DNA alkylation

(Yunis 1981). In addition, NO-CAP

has been shown to bind covalently

to bone marrow

cells

(Murray and Yunis 1981, Gross et al., 1982).
Besides DNA alkylatio.n, another possible type of
DNA toxicity associated with these intermediates is free
radical-mediated DNA degradation. In this context, it is of
interest

to

note

that

NO-CAP

causes

DNA

single-strand

breaks in the presence of NADPH and Copper (II) chloride
(Murray et al., 1982).

Nakayama et al., (1983) found that

the N-hydroxy (-NHOH) metabolite of naphthylamines is prone
to

autoxidation;

this

spontaneously

produces

hydrogen

peroxide and superoxide anion radicals (Figure 3). These
oxygen species can subsequently form the highly reactive
hydroxyl radical species, which are potent oxidizing agents
Oxidation of DNA can give rise to single-strand breaks,
double-strand

breaks,

DNA-DNA cross-linkages,

damages (Lesko et al., 1980, Armel et

and

base

al., 1978, Fridovich
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NHOH

H

+

H

+

0*2

NHO

FURTHER OXIDATED PRODUCTS

Figure 3. The spontaneous production of superoxide radicals
from the N-hydroxy metabolite of B-naphthylamine (Adapted
from Nakayama et al., 1983).

1978, Frank 1983). Therefore, production

of these oxygen

species from the metabolic reduction of CAP to the amine
could also give rise to similar
Since DNA is a

potential

DNA damage.
target for

NO-CAP and

NHOH-CAP, the occurrence of CAP-induced aplastic anemia and
leukemia may be the result of mutational changes caused by
the reactive

intermediate (Yunis et al.,

1980). From these

and other experiments, it is currently assumed that the NOCAP (and possibly

the

NHOH-CAP) reactive

intermediate

is

somehow responsible for the production of aplastic anemia.
Oxygen

species

production

has

other

important

implications. First, the carcinogenicity of a number of
aromatic amines has been found to be dependent on their Nand

ring-hydroxylated

metabolites to

produce oxygen

radicals (Nakayama et al., 1983, Tarnowski et al., 1966,
Weisburger and Weisburger 1973). Second, studies on the
rabbit bone marrow have shown that it has very low levels
of superoxide dismutase,
dismutates) superoxide

an enzyme that

radicals (Hanson

detoxifies (or
et

al.,

Fridovich 1978, Frank 1983). The bone marrow
therefore,

be

very

vulnerable

to

1978,
would,

superoxide-mediated

toxicities. Third, benzene-induced aplastic anemia has been
found to be due to the production of active oxygen species
(Greenlee et al., 1981). Both benzene and CAP are leading
causes of aplastic anemia and leukemia; there may therefore

be

a

common

mechanism

in

the

production

of

these

toxixities.
Pathways for the production of reactive reductive
metabolites of CAP
In vitro experiments on NO-CAP have so far provided
only indirect evidence for the
moiety in

involvement of the

p-nitro

CAP-induced aplastic anemia. Direct evidence

should come from the demonstration of nitroreduction in
tissues of affected
i n t e r m e d i a t e ijn

patients,

identification of the NO-CAP

vivo, and elucidation of the

NO-CAP

interactions with cells (Yunis et al., 1980).
Two

major

pathways

have

been

proposed

for

the

production of NO-CAP and NHOH-CAP reactive intermediates
from the parent compound. In the first pathway, the two
intermediates

are

thought

to

be

produced

during

nitroreduction of CAP to amino-CAP; this could possibly
occur in the intestine, liver, and/or bone marrow (Figure
4). In this reduction scheme,

the p-nitro group

is thought

to be reduced via the two intermediates and may accept up
to a total of six
however,

electrons (Skolimowski et al., 1983),

current experimental evidence

suggests that this

pathway is an unlikely source of NO-CAP in the bone marrow.
Eyer and Schneller (1983) have shown that NO-CAP is highly
reactive towards glutathione (GSH). This

reaction produces

the NHOH-CAP intermediate and a NO-CAP-GSH adduct. Nitroso-
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R-N0 2
NITRO

1e

R-NO;
2

RADICAL

ANION

1e

R-NO
NlTROSO

2e

R-NHOH
HYDROXYLAMINE

2e

R-NH

2

AMINE

Figure 4. Reductive metabolism of the nitro moiety to the
amine. Nitroso and N-hydroxylamino reactive intermediates
are thought to be produced along the way (From Skolimowski
et al., 1983; courtesy of the editors).
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CAP produced reductively

in the liver would be unlikely to

accumulate in the

bone marrow because

would be rapidly

removed by the high levels of hepatic

glutathione.
reduced
faster

In addition, NO-CAP

by rat
than

liver

has

microsomes at

CAP (Lori and

the intermediate

been shown to

a

be

rate seven times

Yunis 1983). Higher

rates of

reduction have also been observed with rat liver cytosol
and

liver

alcohol

dehydrogenase (Eyer

1982).

It

is

therefore doubtful whether any NO-CAP produced in the liver
could accumulate and then be transported,

in the unreacted

form, to the bone marrow. Possible CAP reduction in the
bone

marrow

has

also

been

examined;

marrow

reductive

ability was found to be low and this correlates with the
marrow's inability to metabolize CAP (Gross et al., 1982).
A more probable pathway for the in vivo production
of NO-CAP and

NHOH-CAP reactive intermediates

reduction of CAP to the amine

involves the

and subsequent oxidative

metabolism of the compound in the liver and/or bone marrow
to these reactive

intermediates (Figure 5).

In

man,

reduction mainly occurs in the liver; the intestine is the
major site for the rat and guinea pig.

This pathway

is

plausible because amino-CAP is a known metabolite of CAP
and has been isolated

from many species including

(Glazko et al., 1952, Wal et al., 1983).

man.
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CAP
RAT

MAN
LIVER

CAP-O-GLUC

INTESTINE

CAP

INTESTINE

•ONE MARROW
LIVER

NH -C A P
BONE MARROW
LIVER
(NHOH-CAP)

(NHOH-CAP)

(NO-CAP)

(NO-CAP)

Figure 5. Possible pathways for the production of NO-CAP
(nitroso-CAP) and NHOH-CAP (N-hydroxylamino-CAP) reactive
intermediates in rat and man.

No one has yet investigated the possible subsequent
oxidative

metabolism of amino-CAP to the NO-CAP and NHOH-

CAP reactive intermediates. The following work will try to
determine if this pathway is feasible.
Thesis objectives
The first objective is

to synthesize the major

reductive metabolite of CAP, amino-CAP. Dr. Lance Pohl of
the NIH has developed a method that selectively reduces the
p-nitro group of CAP
Production

of

with little or no

dechlorinated

dechlorination.

contaminants

is

a

major

disadvantage of the other reduction methods. The amino-CAP
synthesized here will be used for the subsequent incubation
experiments.
The second objective is to determine whether aminoCAP

is

oxidatively

metabolized

In

vitro

by

rat

liver

microsomes. Attempts will be made to identify any reactive
intermediates produced and to identify the enzyme system(s)
responsible for the production of such intermediates.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemicals
Chloramphenicol, cytochrome c (horse heart? type
VI),

catalase (bovine liver;

(buttermilk;
type

II;

grade

EC

I;

EC

1.11.1.7),

E C 1.11.1.6),

1.2.32),

xanthine oxidase

peroxidase (horseradish;

chloroperoxidase (EC

superoxide dismutase (bovine liver;

EC

1.11.1.10),

1.15.1.1),

NADPH

(type III), succinic anhydride, Trizma base, and xanthine
(grade V) were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis,
Mo. Isosafrole was from ICN Pharmaceuticals Inc.,
Lawn,

N.J.;

beta-naphthoflavone,

Fair

alpha-naphthoflavone,

and

sodium pentacyanoamino ferroate (ammonium disodium salt)
from Aldrich Chemical Co.,

Milwaukee,

Wis.;

phenol reagent

2N (Folin-Ciocalteau), sodium borohydride and disodium EDTA
from

Fisher Scientific

potassium phosphate

Co.,

Fair Lawn,

N.J.;

monobasic

from MCB, Gibbstown, N.J.; hydrogen

peroxide solution (Reagent, 30%) from Ashland Chemical Co.,
Columbus, OH; and dibasic

potassium

anhydrous magnesium sulphate from
Mo.

All

solvents

were

phosphate, and

Mallinckrodt, St. Louis,

analytical

grade

and

came

from

Burdick and Jackson Laboratories Inc., Muskegon, MI. and
Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, N.J. Corn oil was obtained
commercially (Mazola).
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Samples of

NO-CAP, deschloro-CAP (monochlorinated-

CAP) , amino-CAP, and NHOH-CAP were supplied by Dr. Lance
Pohl of the NIH and served as reference compounds. The NOCAP,

amino-CAP,

and

deschloro-CAP

were synthesized

as

described previously (Gross et al., 1982); the NHOH-CAP was
prepared according to Corbett and Chipko (1978).
Analytical materials
Thin-layer

chromatography

(tic)

was

done

on

reverse-phase (RP-18 F254s, 0.25 mm, EM Science, Gibbstown,
N.J.) and silica gel (Si 250F-PAl9c, J.T. Baker Chemical
Co., Phi11ipsburg, N.J.) plates. Preparative tic was done
on

silica

Analtech,

plates (Uniplate,

Newark,

The

apparatus

used

were

using

for

1500 u,

high-performance

filtered

0.45

u

through

Nylon-66

distilled (Corning

Mega-Pure

a

Still),

liquid

Millipore

filters

Instruments, Woburn, Mass.). All water used
and

GF,

Del.).

solvents

chromatography

silica gel

(Rainin

was de-ionized
and

was also

filtered before use in HPLC.
Instruments

High-performance
performed
system and

liquid

chromatography

was

with a Spectra-Physics 8700 solvent delivery
4100 computing integrator and a Beckman 160

detector. A 5 u Altex Ultrasphere-ODS column (4.6 mm 25 cm)
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and a 5 cm pre-column packed with C-18-bonded 30 u glass
beads (Whatman, Clifton, N.J.) were used.

Metabolism and

kinetic

Beckman

studies

were

done

using

a

DU-7

spectrophotometer. Lyophilization of samples was done in a
Flexi-dry

refrigeration

and

vacuum

unit (FTS

Systems,

Inc.).
Animals and dosing
Male Sprague-Dawley rats

weighing

between 170 and

190 gm were obtained from Charles River Breeding Labs.,
Wilmington, Mass. They were randomly assigned to three
cages in groups of

four. Free access to water and food

(Purina Lab Rat Chow) was provided. The rats were allowed
to acclimatize for 5 days before the dosing schedules were
initiated.
Stock solutions of beta-naphthoflavone (BNF) and
isosafrole were made on the first day of injections. An
injection volume of
stock solution

0.45 ml was chosen. A 16 mg/ml BNF

was prepared

by dissolving

the compound

in

corn oil under gentle heat. A 60 mg/ml isosafrole stock
solution was prepared by dissolving isosafrole in corn oil.
The rats were injected

intraperitoneally at the

same time each morning for three consecutive days. The BNF
group was given a dose of 40 mg/kg? the isosafrole group,
150 mg/kg; and the control group, an equivalent volume of

corn oil. In addition to BNF and

isosafrole,

was also used as an inducer. The

phenobarbital

rats were supplied with

drinking water containing 0.1% phenobarbital

for five days

before being killed; control rats were supplied with

plain

drinking water.
Preparation of microsomes
The rats were killed by decapitation and the livers
were

removed.

individual

Microsomes

liver

were

according

to

prepared

from

Guengerich (1982).

each
The

protein content was determined by the method of Lowry et
al., (1951) and cytochrome P-450 by the method of Omura and
Sato (19 64).
Synthesis and purification of amino-CAP
Amino-CAP was synthesized according to Dr. Pohl
(Morris et al., 1983). Two solutions were first made, one
consisting of 0.5 gm

CAP and

1.75 gm stannous chloride in

30 ml ethanol, and the other of 0.6 gm sodium borohydride
in

20

ml ethanol. The

slowly

added

stirred

for

to the
one

centrifuged at

sodium

borohydride

first solution and

hour

at

3,000 rpm

room

solution

was

the sample

was

temperature

for five minutes

and

then

in a Beckman

Model

TJ-6 Centrifuge. The supernatant was transferred

into a

fresh

tube

and

dried

under

nitrogen

to yield

a

yellow gum. The gum was dissolved in 50 ml distilled de-
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ionized water and the pH of the solution was adjusted to
2.0

with 1

N

HC1. One hundred

saturated ethyl acetate

ml portions of water-

were used to

wash the solution

three times using a 250 ml separatory funnel. The pH of the
aqueous phase was then readjusted to 9.0 with 3 N NaOH and
water-saturated ethyl acetate was used to extract the crude
amino-CAP. Three extractions using

100-ml portions yielded

a yellow organic phase. Anhydrous magnesium sulphate was
added to remove the water and the

mixture was

allowed to

stand for 1 hour before being centrifuged at 3,000 rpm. The
supernatant

fraction

was transferred

into a

clean

testube

and dried under nitrogen. A pale-yellow gum was obtained.
Preparative
purify the

thin-layer

chromatography

was

used

amino-CAP. The compound was plated onto

to
an

Analtech silica plate along with a sample of the amino-CAP
reference compound, and developed in a chloroform-methanol
(8:2) solvent system. Using the reference compound as a
guide,

the

amino-CAP

band

in

the

developed

plate

was

scraped and eluted with 15 ml of a 1:1 chloroform-methanol
solvent mixture. The eluant was dried under nitrogen, redissolved in methanol, and applied onto a fresh plate. A
second solvent system consisting of chloroform-methanol
(9:1)
eluted

was used. The amino-CAP band
with the 1:1

was again

solvent mixture, and

scraped,

dried. The
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resultant pale-yellow gum was re-dissolved in water; frozen
onto the sides of the tube
and

lyophilized at

with a dry ice-ethanol mixture;

-50°C and

50 millitorr

overnight. A

pale-yellow powder was obtained. Thin-layer chromatography
spectrophotometric scans

and

synthesized

amino-CAP

in

of the

methanol

compared. The synthesized

were

compound

reference
then

was

done

found

to

and
and
be

relatively stable; fresh amino-CAP was made just before use
in the incubation experiments.
Determination of amino-CAP purity
High-performance liquid chromatography was used to
determine if any dechlorinated amino-CAP was produced (Eyer
and Schneller
using

1983). Two stock solutions were

methanol. The

amino-CAP

and

first

solution

deschloro-CAP

deschloro-CAP was reduced

was

reference

made

prepared
using

the

compounds.

The

to the deschloro-amino-CAP using

the same reduction procedure as for CAP. The product was
extracted

into ethyl acetate

and

the purity checked

by

HPLC. Five mM stock solutions of the deschloro-amino-CAP
and

the reference

amino-CAP

were made.

solution consisting of 99 percent
deschloro-amino-CAP

was prepared.

From

these,

a

amino-CAP and 1 percent
The second

solution

was

also made at a concentration of 5 mM using the synthesized
amino-CAP.

Both solutions

were then chromatographed

under

the same conditions and compared to each other to determine
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if any deschloro-amino-CAP was produced in the synthesis of
amino-CAP.
Synthesis of succinoylated ferricytochrome c
Partially succinoylated ferricytochrome c (SFCC)
was

synthesized

according

to

Kuthan

et al., (1982).

A

solution consisting of 49.3 mg of cytochrome c in 20.0 ml
cold 0.03

M

potassium

phosphate buffer at pH 7.6 was first

prepared. To it was added 21.0 mg of succinic anhydride.
The mixture was kept at pH 7.6 by titration with 2 M KOH,
stirred

in

an

ice-water

dialyzed against 1
hours,

the

EDTA

mixture

for

1

hour,

and

then

liter of 0.1 mM EDTA at 4°C. After 6

solution

was

changed

and

the

mixture

dialyzed overnight. The protein content was then determined
(Lowry et al., 1951). In order to confirm that SFCC could
be

reduced

system

by

superoxide,

a

xanthine-xanthine

oxidase

was used as a superoxide source as described

by

Kuthan et al., (1982).
Microsomal incubation studies
The protocol for these studies was modified from
Kuthan et al., (1982). Each incubation mixture contained
0.2 mg/ml microsomes, 50 uM SFCC, 1.4 mM amino-CAP, 1200
units/ml catalase, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.2 mM NADPH, and 70 mM
Tris-HCl pH 7.7. The amino-CAP, catalase, and NADPH stock
solutions were prepared

on the same day. The substrate

stock was made up in methanol.

Superoxide and cytochrome c

reductase assays were done on the SFCC samples just before
use. The microsomal protein concentration was chosen based
on initial experiments which showed
superoxides

was

linear

with

that the assay

microsomal

for

protein

concentrations of up to 0.4 mg/ml. These experiments also
revealed that increasing the SFCC concentration above 50 uM
caused no increase

in the apparent

rate of SFCC reduction.

The reduction of SFCC was calculated using an extinction of
21

mM'-^cm"1 at 550 nm (Van

Incubations

were

performed

Gelder and Slater

with and

without

1962).

amino-CAP to

take into account the endogeneous production of superoxide.
Autoxidation potential of amino-CAP
and its metabolites
The ability of amino-CAP, NO-CAP, and NHOH-CAP to
autoxidize

and

spontaneously

produce

superoxides

was

investigated in the absence of microsomes and NADPH. Each
incubation mixture contained 400 uM amino-CAP, 36 uM NO-CAP
or 36 uM NHOH-CAP along with 30 uM SFCC,

1200 units of

catalase/ml, 0.10 mM EDTA, and 70 uM Tris-HCl pH 7.7. All
incubations were performed at 25°C in a total volume of 600
ul. The reduction of SFCC was monitored at 550 nm.

Peroxidase incubation studies
The

metabolism

chloroperoxidase

was

of amino-CAP
investigated.

by horseradish and
Phenol

is

a

known

substrate of these enzymes (Sawahata and Neal 1982, Wise et
al., 1983) and was used as a positive control. A solution
containing 0.40 mM
buffer (pH

7.0) was

phenol and 0.1 M potassium phosphate
first

scanned

from

500

to 300

nm.

Hydrogen peroxide (0.57 uM) was then added and the mixture
was equilibrated for 5 minutes at 25°C. The reaction was
initiated

with

0.0017

mg/ml

horseradish

peroxidase

or

0.0067 mg/ml chloroperoxidase (Sawahata and Neal 1982, Wise
et al., 1983). The metabolism of phenol was monitored by
six repetitive spectrophotometric scans between 500 and 350
nm

made 30 seconds apart, and was evidenced by the gradual

development of a peak with an absorbance maximum at 400 nm
due to the

metabolite o,o

biphenol (Sawahata and Neal

1982). Using a similar approach, the metabolism of aminoCAP

by

these

peroxidases

concentration of 0.15 mM

was examined. A

was used and the

substrate

samples were

scanned between 400 and 220 nm.
Reduction of NO-CAP by glutathione and NADPH
The reduction of NO-CAP by glutathione was done
according to Eyer and Schneller (1983) and the reduction by
NADPH essentially according to Murray et al., (1982). The
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possible production of superoxide radicals from the
reduction

product(s) was determined

using

the SFCC system

as described in the microsomal incubation studies with one
modification: incubations were done without microsomes.
A sensitive colorimetric assay (Boyland and Nery
1964) was used

to determine if the compound

produced from

NADPH reduction was an N-hydroxylamine. A spray reagent
consisting of 0.8% w/v sodium pentacyanoamine ferroate was
prepared

by

stirring

the

compound

in

0.3

M

potassium

phosphate buffer (pH 7.7) over gentle heat. An incubation
mixture consisting of 0.5 mM NO-CAP, 0.01 M NADPH, and 0.2
M potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.7) was made. The mixture
was vortexed vigorously for three minutes and allowed to
stand for two minutes. It was then extracted with ethyl
acetate, dried under nitrogen, re-dissolved in methanol,
and spotted onto a reverse-phase tic

plate. NADPH, and the

NO-CAP and NHOH-CAP reference compounds

were also spotted

onto the same plate and developed in the methanol-wateracetic acid (69:30:1) system. After the plate was dried, it
was sprayed

evenly

with

the reagent

allowed to develop overnight.

and the color

was

RESULTS
Purity of synthesized amino-CAP
As seen in Figure 6, the amino-CAP synthesized was
found

to

contain

less

than

one

percent

dechlorinated

contaminant as evidenced by the lack of a shoulder at 23
minutes

in

the

chromatography of

lower

chromatograra.

the synthesized

one spot with the same
reference

amino-CAP.

reference

and

Thin-layer

compound revealed

only

value in two tic systems as the
Spectrophotometric

synthesized

amino-CAP

in

scans

of

methanol

the
were

similar and showed a maximum absorbance at 236 nm (log E =
4.13).
Monitoring the oxidative metabolism of amino-CAP
High-performance liquid chromatography was first
used to investigate the possible oxidative metabolism of
amino-CAP; however, separation of a few of the reference
compounds of the putative metabolites
inadequate

under

different

was found to be

solvent

systems

and

chromatographic conditions. Therefore, a different approach
was needed.
hydroxy

Nakayama

et

metabolites of

al.,

(1983) found

that

the

N-

naphthylamines spontaneously

autoxidize to produce superoxide radicals. Uetrecht et al.,
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Figure 6. HPLC using an Altex C-18 column
of reference
amino-CAP spiked with 1 % deschloro-amino-CAP (top) and
synthesized amino-CAP (bottom). Both solutions were 5 mM in
amino-CAP, and 5 ul was injected. The column was run
isocratically with water-methanol-glacial acetic acid
(69:30:1) at a flow rate of 0.5 ml/min. Peaks were detected
at 254 nm. The above chromatogram was identical over 5
injections done at different times. For further details,
refer to 'Materials and Methods'.

(1984) also
metabolite

found

that

the

was unstable

procainamide-hydroxylamine

in solution and

underwent

air

oxidation, most likely producing superoxide. Since NHOH-CAP
has also been reported to autoxidize (Eyer and Schneller
1983), it seemed reasonable to assume that the oxidative
metabolism
could also

of amino-CAP to the N-hydroxylamine metabolite
produce superoxide radicals.

To detect the presence or absence of superoxide, an
assay developed

by

Kuthan et

partially succinoylated

al., (1982) was

used.

The

ferricytochrome c (SFCC) was found

to be prone to reduction by superoxide produced from the
xanthine-xanthine oxidase system (Figure 7). Direct
evidence for the involvement of superoxide in the reduction
was

provided

by

the addition

dismutase (SOD) (Kuthan et
inhibited

the

al.,

reduction of

of 0.70

1983);
SFCC

uM

superoxide

this enzyme totally

by dismutating

the

superoxide as follows:
° 2 *"

+

02*~

+

2H+

>

H202

To prevent the re-oxidation of SFCC by
peroxide produced

from SOD-mediated

+

02

the hydrogen

and/or spontaneous

dismutation of superoxide, catalase was included in the
mixture to break down the oxidizing agent to water and
oxygen.
Our microsomal

incubation studies used

liver

microsomes as the metabolizing system. These contain NADPH-
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Figure 7. Reduction of succinoyla ted Eerricytochrome c
(SFCC) by superoxide using a xanthine-xanthine oxidase
system. The incubation mixture contained 0.2 mM xanthine,
1200 units of catalase/ml, 0.1 mM EDTA, 60 uM SFCC, and 70
mM Tris-HCl pH 7.7. The reduction was performed at 25°C in
a total volume of 700 ul. The mixture was allowed to
equilibrate for five minutes before the reaction was
initiated by the addition of freshly-prepared xanthine
oxidase (20 ug/ml), and the increase in absorbance at 550
nm was monitored with a Beckman DU-7 spectrophotometer. To
determine if the SFCC reduction was superoxide-mediated,
0.70 uM superoxide dismutase (SOD) was added as indicated.
Reduction of SFCC by the xanthine-xanthine oxidase system
was performed
before every microsomal incubation
experiment.
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cytochrome P-450 reductase, which could potentially reduce
the SFCC (Kuthan et al., 1982). A cytochrome c reductase
assay (Yasukochi and Masters 1976) was performed to examine
this possibility. Compared to the native cytochrome c,
SFCC

the

was found to be resistent to reduction by purified

NADPH-cytochrome P-450 reductase (Figure 8). Neither the
SFCC nor the addition of SOD, which is necessary for the
differentiation of superoxide-mediated and direct enzymatic
reduction of the cytochrome c derivative, interfere with
the source of superoxide (Kuthan et al., 1982). Therefore,
detection and quantification of superoxide are possible

in

microsomal systems.
Microsomal incubation studies
As seen in Figure 9, addition of amino-CAP to rat
liver microsomes in the presence of NADPH caused an
enhanced production of free radicals capable of reducing
SFCC. Not all

of the SFCC

reduction was found

to be

superoxide-mediated since addition of 0.70 uM superoxide
dismutase did not completely block the reduction. About 65
% of the reduction was blocked; therefore, 35 % of the SFCC
reduction could

be due to other species

produced from

the

oxidative metabolism of amino-CAP. The R-NHO* radical is a
possible candidate

since it

and the superoxide species

could be produced together as follows:
R-NHOH

+

02

>

R-NHO'

+

02*~

+

H+
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Figure 8. Cytochrome c reductase assay to determine if
microsomal NADPH-cytochrome P-450 reductase is capable
of reducing succinoylated ferricytochrome c (SFCC).
Unsuccinoylated
(native) cytochrome c was used as a
positive control. The control cuvette contained 0.01 mM
native cytochrome c, 0.0074 units/ ml of purified
NADPH-cytochrome P-450 reductase (Yasukochi and Masters
1976), 0.1 mg/ml NADPH, and 0.30 M potassium phosphate
buffer pH 7.7 in a total volume of 1 ml (
). T h e
experimental cuvette
contained similar compounds
except that 0.01 mM SFCC was used instead of the native
cytochrome c (•«»••). The assay conditions were as
described in Figure 6. A reductase assay was always
performed on newly-synthesized SFCC.
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o

SOD

0.28

lO
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0.14

SOD
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4.0

8.0

12.0

TIME (MIN)
Figure 9. Reduction of succinoylated ferricytochrome c
(SFCC) in the presence and absence of amino-CAP.
Assay conditions were as described in Figure 6 with the
following changes: the incubation mixtures contained
0.33 mg/ml BNF microsomes, 50 uM SFCC and 0.2 mM NADPH;
the incubations with the substrate (
) contained
1.4 mM amino-CAP and the ones without ( • • • • • ) ,
an
equivalent amount of methanol. Both incubations were
monitored simultaneously, and the reduction
was
initiated by the addition of NADPH. Incubations with
and without the amino-CAP were performed 4 times.
Superoxide dismutase (0.70 uM) was added as indicated.
The rate of SFCC reduction after the addition of 0.70
uM SOD was the same as when SOD was added in the
incubation mixture before the reduction was initiated
by NADPH. Addition of a greater concentration of SOD
blocked the reduction of SFCC by the same amount as
0.70 uM SOD. Moreover, this concentration of SOD was
found to block all of the SFCC reduction in the
xanthine-xanthine oxidase system (Figure 7) whose rate
of reduction was greater than the microsomal incubation
systems.
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To determine whether
P-450 isozyme(s) might

the

be

major

hepatic cytochrome

involved

in the oxidative

metabolism of amino-CAP, three major isozymes were induced
in the rat. Isosafrole mainly induces the cytochrome P-450d
isozyme along with some P-450c? BNF preferentially induces
the

P-450c

isozyme

relative

to

the

P-450d;

and

phenobarbital mainly induces the P-450b isozyme (Thomas et
al., 1983, Ryan et al., 1980). Both isozymes of cytochromes
P-450c and P-450d have been implicated in the metabolic
activation of a number of aromatic amines (Kimura et al.,
1 9 8 2 ).
Table 2 shows the amount of SFCC reduced per minute
per mg microsomal protein for different types of microsomes
at

an

amino-CAP

isosafrole- and

concentration

BNF-induced

of

1.4

mM.

microsomes

Control,

catalyzed

significantly faster SFCC reduction in the presence than in
the

absence

of

enhancement

of

phenobarbital

amino-CAP. There
SFCC

reduction

microsomes;

phenobarbital decreasing

was
by

this

no significant
amino-CAP

could

be

with

due

to

the levels of the enzyme that

metabolizes amino-CAP, or to the high levels of endogeneous
superoxides

in these

microsomes,

such that the relatively

small amount of superoxides produced from the metabolism of
amino-CAP
metabolized

is

masked.

amino-CAP

Since the control
as

efficiently

as

microsomes
the

BNF

and
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Table 2. Amount of succinoylated ferricytochrome c (SFCC)
reduced per minute per mg protein for different types of
microsomes.a

MICROSOMES

CYTOCHROME
P-450
CONTENT
(NMOLES/MG
PROTEIN)

NMOLE SFCC REDUCED/MIN/MG PROTEIN

+ NH2-CAP

- NH2~CAP

A

EXPERIMENT 1
CONTROL

0.7+0.1

2.0+0.2°

1.0+0.2

1.0+0.1

ISOSAFROLE

1.3+0.1

3.0+0.3°

1.9+0.3

1.1+0.4

BNF

0.9+0.1

2.6+0.5°

0.9+0.1

1.7+0.6

PB CONTROL

0.9+0.1

1.6+0.4

1.2+0.1

0.4+0.1

PB

2.0+0.4

3.4+0.6

3.8+1.2

-0.5+0.1

EXPERIMENT 2

aEach

incubation mixture contained 1.4 mM NH2-CAP, 0.2
mg/ml microsomal protein, 50 uM SFCC, 1200 units
of
catalase/ml, 0.1 mM EDTA, and 70 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.7. The
reduction was initiated by the addition of 0.2 mM NADPH.
Assay conditions were as described in Figure 6.

Statistical analysis of SFCC reduction was conducted using
a 3 X 2 factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA); subsequent
comparisons between individual means were conducted using
the Newman-Keuls' multiple-range tests (Bruning and Kintz
1977). Values are means + SEM of four microsomal samples.

°Statistica1ly significant (p<
incubations lacking NH2_CAP

0.05)

compared

with
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isosafrole microsomes,

it

is unlikely that

P-450 isozymes induced by these compounds

the cytochrome
are responsible

for the metabolism observed. Addition of the cytochrome P450c

inhibitor, alpha-naphthoflavone (ANF, 0.014 mM),

a similar incubation

mixture containing

0.2

into

mg/ml

BNF

microsomes and 1 mM amino-CAP, caused no decrease in the
rate of SFCC reduction; however,
decreased

the

ethoxycoumarin

this concentration of ANF
deethylase (Greenlee

and

Poland 1978) activity of similar microsomes by 70%. In BNF
microsomes,
catalyzed

ethoxycoumarin

by

P-450c (Ryan

deethylation

et.

al.,

is

1980).

primarily

The

lack

of

inhibition of amino-CAP metabolism by ANF is consistent
with

our earlier observation that BNF did not induce the

metabolism of amino-CAP, and indicates no major role for
isozyme P-450c in amino-CAP metabolism.
Autoxidation and reduction studies
Our microsomal incubation studies suggested that
amino-CAP

was

oxidatively

metabolized

to

the

NHOH-CAP

intermediate with subsequent production of superoxides and
other radicals. Autoxidation studies were done on the NHOHCAP

and

other

reference

compounds

to

determine

if

superoxides were spontaneously generated; production of
similar radicals

from both the reference NHOH-CAP and the

incubation mixtures containing amino-CAP, would provide
indirect

evidence

for

production

of

the

NHOH-CAP

intermediate by the microsomes. Only the NHOH-CAP reference
compound

was found to spontaneously reduce SFCC in the

absence of NADPH and microsomes.
Skolimowski et al., (1983) proposed that the NO-CAP
metabolite could

be reduced to the unstable NHOH-CAP; Eyer

and Schneller (1983) provided the evidence
NO-CAP was reduced to
this,

a

similar

by showing that

NHOH-CAP by glutathione.

reduction study

To confirm

was performed and

the

production of NHOH-CAP was determined spectrally. NitrosoCAP was found to be readily reduced by glutathione to a
compound with an absorbance maximum of 237 nm (Figure 10);
Eyer and Schneller (1983) identified this compound in their
experiment as the NHOH-CAP metabolite. Figure 11 shows that
while glutathione and

NO-CAP each had

no effect on the

SFCC, both compounds together caused a rapid reduction of
the cytochrome c derivative; similar findings were obtained
with NADPH (Figures 12 and 13). Addition of 0.70 uM SOD to
the NO-CAP-NADPH incubation mixture blocked 65% of the SFCC
reduction,

again

indicating

the

production

of another

species besides superoxide capable of reducing the SFCC.
This amount of inhibition by SOD was the same as that in
the earlier microsomal

incubation studies;

that the production of free radicals
the

microsomal

incubation and

this suggested

from NHOH-CAP in both

NO-CAP-NADPH studies,

involved similar mechanisms. The Cu(II), shown by Murray et

0.800

LU

0 min

2 min
4 min

\

0.000

220

310

400

WAVELENGTH (nm)

Figure 10. Repetitive spectrophotometric scans of an
incubation mixture containing NO-CAP and glutathione.
The reduction of NO-CAP by glutathione was done
according to Eyer and Schneller (1983). The incubation
mixture consisted of 0.056 mM NO-CAP, 0.40 mM
glutathione, and 0.18 M sodium-potassium phosphate pH
8.2. Scans were done at 0, 2, and 4 minutes at a speed
of 10 nm/sec after the reduction was initiated by the
addition of glutathione.
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0.06

0.03

0.00
1.0

3.0

5.0

TIME (MIN)

Figure 11. Reduction of succinoyla ted ferricytochrorae c
(SFCC) by NO-CAP in the presence of glutathione. An
incubation mixture containing 21 uM SFCC, 996 units of
catalase/ml, 0.08 mM EDTA and 0.16 M sodium-potassium
phosphate buffer pH 8.2 in a total volume of 1 ml was
first equilibrated
for 5 minutes. Then, either 0.05 mM
NO-CAP (•»«»•) or 0.10 mM glutathione
was added
and the mixture monitored at 550 nm. The NO-CAP and
glutathione were next incubated together
in the above
m i x t u r e () and similarly monitored.
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0.500
0 min

2 min

CO

0.100-

4 min \

-0.300

220

310

400

Wavelength (nm>

Figure 12. Repetitive spectrophotometric scans of an
incubation mixture containing NO-CAP and NADPH. The
reduction of NO-CAP by NADPH was done according to
Murray et al., (1982). The incubation mixture
consisted of 1 mM NADPH, 0.05 mM NO-CAP, and 0.18 M
sodium-potassium phosphate pH 8.2. Scans were
performed as described in Figure 10.
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0.10

SOD

o
2 0.05
U)

0.00
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Figure 13. Reduction of succinoylated ferr icytochrome c
(SFCC) by NO-CAP in the presence of NADPH. The contents of
the incubation mixtures were as described in Figure 10; 1 mM
NADPH was used instead of the glutathione, 50 uM Cu(II) was
included in each mixture. Incubations of 1 mM NADPH (- — — —)
or 0.05 mM NO-CAP (••••• ) and of both together (
)
were done as in Figure 10. Superoxide dismutase (SOD, 0.70
uM) was added as indicated.
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Table 3. Rf values of chloramphenicol (CAP) and
reference nitro-reduction products in two tic systems.

SILICA PLATE
REFERENCE

CHC13 : MeOH
90 : 10

its

C18PLATE
MeOH : H20 : CH3COOH
69 : 30 :
1

COMPOUND

CAP

0 .. 3 1

0,.55

NO-CAP

0., 3 0

0,.56

NH2-CAP

0.. 1 9

0..68

NHOH-CAP

0. 1 1

0.. 7 4
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al., (1982) to be necessary for hydroxyl
from

NO-CAP,

had

no

effect

on

radical formation

superoxide

production;

omission of the metal ion in the incubation mixture gave
the same amount of SFCC reduction as when the metal ion was
present.
The ethyl acetate (4 mis) extractable products from
the

NO-CAP-glutathione

experiments was dried,
in

Table

3.

extractable

and

plated,

The ratio

of

NO-CAP-NADPH

incubation

and developed

as described

front (Rf) values

products were found to correspond

for

the

to those of

the reference NHOH-CAP in the 2 tic systems. In addition,
both the reference NHOH-CAP and the extractable products
produced

the

characteristic

hydroxylamines

after

purple

spraying

pentacyanoamino ferroate reagent.

color
with

of
the

aromatic
sodium

DISCUSSION
Current experimental evidence suggests that the
putative

NO-CAP

metabolite

is

responsible for CAP-induced

aplastic anemia (Murray et al., 1982, Gross et al., 1982,
Murray et

al., 1981, Yunis et al., 1980). The molecular

basis of this toxicity has centered on DNA as the target
for several reasons. First, CAP-induced DNA damage has been
observed in bacteria after p-nitro group reduction (Jackson
et al., 1977). Second, bone marrow DNA synthesis has been
shown to be inhibited

by NO-CAP (Yunis et al., 1980, Gross

et al., 1982). Third, Murray et al., (1982) found that NOCAP, in the presence of Cu(II), NADH, and oxygen, degraded
isolated

coli DNA. They also found that hydroxyl radical

scavengers inhibited the DNA strand scission, suggesting
that these radicals may be the ultimate agents responsible
for the

observed

formation

of

DNA

these

degradation. The

radicals

although hydrogen peroxide and

has

not

mechanism

been

of

determined,

molecular oxygen have

been

shown to been involved. One known precursor of the hydroxyl
radical is
radicals

the superoxide

have

been

shown

anion radical. Superoxide
to

be

produced

from

the

microsomal metabolism of naphthylamines (Nakayama et

al.,

1983). No one has yet looked into the possible production
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of these radicals from

the p-nitro reduction of

CAP to

amino-CAP and the oxidative metabolism of this amine.
Partially succinoylated
found

to

be

a

sensitive

ferricytochrome c has been

detector

of

superoxide

anion

r a d i c a l s i n jjri v i t r o l i v e r m i c r o s o m a l s t u d i e s ( K u t h a n e t
al.,

1982). Succinoylation of all ferricytochrome c lysine

residues prevented the ferricytochrome c from being reduced
by microsomal NADPH-cytochrome P-450 reductase; however,
this modification also completely

abolished

its

reduction

by superoxide radicals. Succinoylation of 45% of the lysine
residues

was

found

to

reduce

the

reduction

of

the

ferricytochrome c by NADPH-cytochrome P-450 reductase by
99% while maintaining a high reactivity towards superoxide
radicals (Kuthan et al., 1982). We confirmed the reactivity
of the SFCC
xanthine

towards superoxide

oxidase system

radicals using

as an

a

xanthine-

artificial source

of

superoxide. Since addition of SOD completely blocked the
SFCC reduction in this system, all of this reduction was
superoxide-mediated. Our incubation experiments showed that
SFCC is useful for detecting free radical formation from
the oxidative metabolism of amino-CAP. Since addition of
SOD did not

block all of the SFCC reduction, a non-

superoxide radical species (R-NHO*) is also thought to be
produced. Hence SFCC, when used in conjunction

with SOD,
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can help distinguish between superoxide and non-superoxide
radicals.
Our

results

suggest

that

the

putative NHOH-CAP

metabolite, and not the NO-CAP may be
bone

marrow

toxicities

aplastic anemia
degradation
superoxide

and

ultimately lead

leukemia. Our

involved

radicals

which could

responsible for the

the

from

subsequently give rise

mechanism

spontaneous
NHOH-CAP.

of

to
DNA

production

This

radical

of

could

to the highly reactive hydroxyl

radical (OH*) by either of two mechanisms, a Haber-Weiss
(1934) or a Fenton reaction (Fong et al.f 1976, Lesko et
al., 1980):

1)

02*~

+

H202

>

02

+

OH*

+

OH"

Haber-Weiss reaction

2)

02*~

+

Mn+1

>

02

Mn

+

H202

>

Mn+1

Mn

+
+

OH*

+

OH-

Fenton reaction

Hydroxyl radicals are potent oxidizing agents capable of
cleaving DNA (Armel et al., 1977, Lesko et al., 1980).
This mechanism explains the observations (Yunis et
al., 1980) that NADPH was needed to produce NO-CAP-mediated
DNA degradation, since we have shown that NO-CAP is readily
reduced by NADPH to NHOH-CAP. Our results also indicate

that the Cu(II), also required for DNA degradation, is
involved
as

a

not

in the generation of superoxides, but rather acts

catalyst

in

the

subsequent

formation

of

hydroxyl

radicals in accordance with mechanism 2). Since hydrogen
peroxide,

superoxide,

and

hydroxyl radicals are

involved

in this mechanism, the use of either catalase, superoxide
dismutase, or

a

hydroxyl

radical

scavenger such

as

thiourea, could prevent the DNA degradation. This mechanism
supports the view that the NO-CAP metabolite produced in
the liver, would

be unlikely to exert its toxic actions in

the bone marrow since it would be rapidly disposed of by
hepatic (and other tissue) glutathione, NADH, and NADPH.
The spontaneous production of

superoxide radicals

from the unstable NHOH-CAP metabolite is probably due to
autoxidation. Autoxidation is a known mechanism by which
superoxide radicals can

be generated

from a wide variety

of compounds (Frank 1983, Fridovich 1978). Nakayama et al.,
(1983) provided evidence for aromatic hydroxylamine
autoxidation

with

subsequent

production

of

superoxide

radicals. Eyer and Schneller (1983) have shown that NHOftCAP

readily autoxidizes

although

they

did

not

monitor

superoxide formation.
One possible mechanism of formation of NHOH-CAP is
the oxidative metabolism of the known amino-CAP. We have
obtained evidence

that amino-CAP is metabolized

by rat
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liver microsomes to
The

enzyme

free

radicals,

including

system(s) responsible

for

superoxide.

the

oxidative

metabolism of amino-CAP has so far not been identified. Two
major

regions

where

bone marrow and
that

the

bone

this

metabolism could occur are the

liver. Hanson et al., (1978) have shown
marrow

has a

significant capacity

to

metabolize oxygen to potentially toxic superoxide radicals.
In addition,

the bone marrow

has been found

to contain

small amounts of peroxidase enzymes which could metabolize
the amino-CAP
subsequent

transported

production

of

there to
superoxide

the

NHOH-CAP,

radicals.

with

The

low

levels of marrow catalase and superoxide dismutase, enzymes
which

prevent

the

formation

of

these

radicals,

could

aggravate the hematologic toxicity associated with CAP use
(Hanson et al., 1978). Our experiments with horseradish and
chloroperoxidase

did

not

reveal any

amino-CAP metabolism,

thereby indicating no involvement of the peroxidases.
The

cytochrome

P-450

and

mixed

function

amine

oxidase (MFAO) are two enzyme systems in the liver which
may

be

involved

in

amino-CAP

metabolism.

Our

results

suggest that none of the major inducible P-450 isozymes is
responsible for the

metabolism. Cytochromes P-450c and

d,

two isozymes which are known to metabolize certain aromatic
amines (Kimura

et

al.,

1982)

are

not

involved

in

metabolizing amino-CAP. Future studies which will
the

involvement

of

the

cytochrome

P-450

confirm

dependent

monooxygenase system could include inactivating this system
by

using

antibodies

against

the

reductase (Prough and Ziegler
specific

NADPH-cytochrome-P450

1977).

To

identify

the

P-450 isozyme responsible, all the major isozymes

in control microsomes could be purified and used in our
microsomal incubation studies.
The MFAO (Poulsen and Ziegler 1977, Poulsen et al.,
1979) is a f1avin-containing

monooxygenase known to

metabolize certain aromatic amines (Kimura et al., 1982).
This enzyme is exceptionally

heat-sensitive and

preferentially

by

inactivated

pre-incubating

can

be

hepatic

microsomes at 37°C for 45 minutes in the absence of NADPH
(Dyroff

and

Neal

Dimethylaniline, a

1983,

Gudzinowicz

and

Neal

1981).

substrate of this enzyme, is N-oxidized

by the MFAO. To determine if this enzyme is involved in
amino-CAP metabolism, dimethylaniline metabolism by the
same microsomes could be used as a positive control for the
heat

inactivation of

MFAO. The

potential

oxidative

metabolism of amino-CAP by the bone marrow to reactive
intermediates could

be

investigated

radiolabeled amino-CAP (Morris

by

incubating

et al., 1982) with bone

marrow homogenates (Greenlee et al., 1981) and measuring

the amount

of covalent binding to protein (Gross et al.,

1982).
Currently, patients using CAP usually have frequent
hematological examinations

to ensure

that

no blood

disorders have developed. Another way in which patients
prone to develop aplastic anemia can be identified early is
through

analyzing

amino-CAP is
the

the

blood

for

indeed oxidatively

metabolites

produced

chromatographically.

Presence

toxic

metabolites;

metabolized ^n vivo,
could

be

if

then

determined

of abnormal

blood

cells

and/or high levels of amino-CAP oxidative metabolites could
be indications of a prone individual. Our results suggest
potential ways to decrease the probability of developing
aplastic anemia;

an obvious

approach

is to prevent

decrease the oxidative metabolism of amino-CAP.

or

A new

CAP

formulation containing a free radical scavenger and/or

an

inhibitor
metabolism

of

the

enzyme(s)

responsible

for

amino-CAP

could be developed. This formulation

would

be

beneficial not only to susceptible individuals, but also to
all users of CAP. Future use of this antibiotic could then
be less likely to be associated with the development of
aplastic anemia.
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